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      ABSTRACT 

This study of the factors affecting which wholesale outlets retail shops in Chiang Mai 

chose to buy PVC pipes from aimed to study general information of the retail shops which 

purchased PVC pipes from the wholesale shops as well as analyze the market structure and 

competitive trends in the future. The data were primary and were collected using questionnaires, 

gathering data from 60 PVC pipes retail shops. It was analyzed using descriptive statistics and 

presented in the form of a table showing frequency, amount, and percentage. 

The results from the study of general information on the PVC pipe retail shops found that 

most owners of PVC pipe retail shops who purchased the PVC pipes were female, aged between 

40-50 years old and experienced in selling PVC for 11-15 years. The duration of purchasing from 

the wholesale shops was 2-3 days/time. A price comparison was made before buying most of the 

time. The pattern of receiving goods was a delivery from the wholesale shops. The conditions of 

payment were Net 30 Days. The criteria which the retail shops considered when ordering goods 

was firstly the number of PVC pipes in stock and secondly the price of the goods. 

 Regarding the factors affecting the choice of PVC pipe wholesale shop for retail shops, 

the study revealed that the retail shops considered the price as a prime factor. The lower price of 



the same item from other shops was considered. The second most important factor considered was 

whether delivery was made on time. 

The analysis of the market structure, future competitive trends and PVC pipe consumers 

of the retail shops showed that the wholesale shops usually used price as a major point in a 

competition. Considering the competitive trends in the future, it now tends to be easier than 

before for new PVC producers to get into the market due to lower costs. Low cost machines were 

imported from China and the recycled plastic beads were used in producing low quality products 

with a low price. This increased profits for the old sellers in the market. The consumers who 

bought the PVC pipes from the retail shops were mostly people who working for private sections, 

and of these most were living in Muang District. Other purchasers worked in agriculture, and of 

these most were living in Fang District and used the PVC pipes for water systems in orange 

orchards.


